A new program element (PE)(1160480BB) was established beginning in FY 2009 for SOF Tactical Vehicles. FY 2009-2013 resources were moved from PE 1160404BB Special Operations Tactical Systems Development.

A. Mission Description and Budget Item Justification: This program element provides for the development and testing of a variety of spiral upgrades to Family of Special Operations Vehicles and ancillary equipment. The current Special Operations Forces (SOF) tactical vehicles include: Lightweight All Terrain Vehicles, four configurations of Ground Mobility tactical vehicles, Non-Standard Commercial Vehicles for use in tactical mission and Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicles. The SOF mission mandates that SOF vehicles remain technologically superior, operate in multiple environments and be able to meet any threat to provide a maximum degree of survivability.

B. Program Change Summary:

Funding: No change.

Schedule: None.

Technical: None